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GEOLOGIC/iu.

CONACHER TOWNSHIP. THUNDER BAY M. D. ONTARIO

Introduction

gical survey was conducted from .June l to
AuaustT ..1968 over a group of 148 claims lying to the
south and east of Lower Shebandowan Lake. An average of 
4 employees of the Canadian Nickel Company were employed 
under the supervision of J. E. Mullock, M. Se., whose 
permanent address is Canadian Nickel Company, Copper Cliff, 
Ontario. The base for the survey was the mining camp of 
the International Nickel Company at the west end of Lower 
Shebandowan Lake.

The claims were staked in June and  October  JLQfLZ. and 
line cutting and geophysics Tonsisting of magnetic and 
electromagnetic surveys were carried out from November ̂.1967 
to Apjril 1968. A diamond drill program was initiated in 
1968 and "a* total of 26 boreholes were completed.

The aim of the geological survey was to help determine 
the location of favorable geological settings for the 
occurrence of nickel-copper ore. The area was traversed at 
400 foot intervals using the existing geophysical grid ^

to ZQQ-ffifit-^ In addition, the drill holesi
were plotted and the geology projected to surface. A 
geological interpretation was made using the known geological 
and geophysical data.

Access to the property is by highway 11 to the east end 
of Lower Shebandowan Lake and then by a road leading to the 
International Nickel Company mine site that passes through 
the claim block.

List of Claims

The claims covered by this report are listed below and are 
owned by Canadian Nickel Company Limited.
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List of Claims (coni'd)

TB 132775-808 
TB 132876-892 
TB 134298-299 
TB 134301-302 
TB 134304-305 
TB 134307-315 
TB 134317-344 
TB 134346-351 
TB 134370-417

inclusive

inclusive
H 

II 

II

Topography

The relief in the area is relatively flat with 
numerous bogs and cedar swamps . Most of the outcrops 
corifinedtoeast^weststrikinc^jidjjfifi, that
glacial silt, clay and boulder till. In the western half
bf. - rhf* ar^a outcrops are JaifcLy. abundant but
the eastern half where the bogs are more numerous.

Streams are not well defined and drainage into 
Shebandowan Lake is by swamps rather than river channels.

General Geology

The Precambrian assemblage of interbedded metasediments 
and volcanics, underlying the area covered, have a predom 
inantly east-west strike and dip steeply to the north. The 
oldest rocks, a band of sediments several thousand feet 
thick, are exposed near the south east corner of Lower 
Shebandowan Lake, They form a predominantly fine-grained 
bedded sequence. The principle components are shale, 
greywacke, conglomerate, and derived schists and gneisses, 
together with interbanded and mutually associated iron 
formation.

A younger predominantly volcanic assemblage, 10,000 
feet thick, comprises acid to basic volcanic rocks and assoc 
iated sedimentary rocks and derived schists. Banded cherty 
iron formations are common occurrences interbedded with the 
volcanic flows.
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General Geology (cont'd)

Small gabbro-peridotite sills and other small 
concordant intrusive masses occur interbedded with the 
volcanics. These are locally discordant with the flows 
but contacts are seldom seen due to erosion. The 
peridotite occurs on the northern side of the gabbro 
intrusions which are extended in an east-west direction. 
The basic intrusive sills are more prevalent near the 
bottom of the volcanic assemblage.

In most respects, the geological map appears to 
present a relatively simple structural and stratigraphic 
picture. Intrusive bodies are concordant with the 
foliation in the sedimantary and volcanic rocks. No 
major faulting transverse to the general structural 
trend appears to exist, although the lack of exposure 
could obscure minor faulting in many areas. The pattern 
of the lakes reflects the general bedding and schistosity 
direction in the area.

Sediments

The band of sediments which occurs near the shore 
on the south east corner of Lake Shebandowan are the oldest 
in the area. They consist almost entirely of a fine 
grained black carbonaceous slate. Their schistosity 
strikes east-west and dips 70 0-80 0 to the north. They 
are exposed over a length of 2,000 feet and contain 
interbands of fine-grained magnetite.

Near the top of this band are scattered outcrops 
of conglomerate and arkose which marks in the area the 
base of the metavolcanics.

There are many small outcrops of sediments related 
to the volcanics consisting of tuff, agglomerate, etc.

Acid Volcanic Rocks

The acid volcanics are n6t abundant in the area 
and occur as thin flows at different horizons in the inter-
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Acid Volcanic Rocks (cent 1 d)

mediate to basic flow sequence. A trachyte was the most 
felsic variety found. This had potassium feldspar 
phenocrysts in a plagioclase matrix. Minor epidote 
was present as an alteration product.

The acid volcanics are light in color, similar to 
the altered basic volcanics and the fine-grained nature 
of the rock makes mineral identification impossible, both 
in the field and often in thin section. Hardness is a 
helpful identification quide, the rocks becoming softer 
as they become intermediate and basic in composition. 
Most exposures of acid volcanic were found as ridges in 
swamp areas where their resistence to erosion left them 
standing above the adjacent eroded basic varieties.

Flow banded, amygdaloidal and pillowed structures 
which are found in the intermediate and basic flows are 
lacking in the acid varieties which are more massive*

Basic and intermediate Volcanic Rocks

The basic to intermediate volcanic rocks which are 
predominate in the area, range in color from light tan 
to dark green, a dull greenish grey color being most 
common. Color can not be used as a guide to rock 
composition. For example, the light grey volcanic rocks 
in the south west of the map area are of basaltic compo 
sition. The light color is due to saussurization and 
zoisitization of the feldspar.

Some individual flows are as much as 100 feet thick 
and amygdaloidal lavas are widely, though sparingly dis 
tributed throughout the area. Banded tuffs, breccias, 
and agglomerates are alee sparcely distributed and banded 
cherty iron formations are associated with the basic 
volcanic flows. Pillow lavas are not widespread.

The basalt usually has amygdaloids filled with quartz, 
carbonate, chlorite, or epidote. Often the lath shaped 
plagioclases (An 30) with interstitial pyroxene give a
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Basic and Intermediate Volcanic Rocks (cont'd)

diabasic texture to the rocks, chlorite and epidote 
are common alteration products. Because of variations 
in color, from light to dark, it is difficult to 
differentiate between volcanics ranging from acid to 
basic in the field. The basic ones are invariably softer.

The usual variety of andesite consists of phenocrysts 
of saussuritized plagioclase (An 50) in a fine-grained 
feldspar rich matrix. Often up to 10 per cent secondary 
hornblende is present.

Basic Intrusives

The gabbro and peridotite intrusives form lens 
shaped bodies elongated east-west. These bodies, usually 
several hundred feet thick are intruded between the flows. 
They are generally concordant with the flows but locally 
are discordant. The contacts of the gabbro and adjacent 
volcanics are usually obscured by a swamp or other 
erosional feature.

The contact between gabbro and peridotite was not 
observed within closer than 10 feet. Both rock types 
exhibit shearing in the area near the contact, represented 
by numerous slickensided surfaces oriented parallel to the 
contact surface. This leads to more rapid erosion. The 
shear strength of the peridotite is much less than that of 
the gabbro. AS a result, the peridotite is more highly 
fractured through its mass by the stresses set up on 
cooling and folding. The fractures increase permeability, 
resulting in extensive serpentinization and relatively rapid 
erosion. The majority of these peridotite masses do not 
now have surface exposures, and underlie many of the swamp 
areas, in the few places where these two bodies were 
observed in close proximity, the peridotite lies on the 
northern side of the gabbro. Thisvnuld suggest that, if 
the peridotite and gabbro differentiated from a common 
intrusion, the volcanics were horizontal during differ 
entiation and the tops are now to the south.
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Basic Intrusiyes (contfc)

The gabbro has interstitial quartz and some outcrops 
are more properly termed a quartz gabbro. The feldspars 
are generally fresh but sometimes partly saussuritized. 
The pyroxene is generally partly uralitized. The vhite 
patches, visible megascopically are rich in epidote.

The peridotite, composed of olivine and pyroxene, 
generally has the olivine completely serpentinized and is 
poikilitically intergrown with the pyroxene. The rock is 
quite dark in the field and generally magnetic.

Conclusions

The geological survey outlined several ultrabasic 
bodies within the claim block and with the aid of the geo* 
physical survey results, these intrusives oould be pro 
jected into drift covered areas. The results of the 
survey aided in the locating of boreholes to test for 
copper-nickel mineralization.

JEM:VS
April 12, 1971
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ASSESSMENT WORK DETAIL?
t

Geological^^^^^—^^———
A separate form is required for each

Township'or Area Conacher Twp. (Shebandowan Area)

Chief Line nutter S. Norkum and J. Kondrat----—-—-.
or Contractor Name

Thunder Bav. Ontario_____^___
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Address

Party Chief J. E. Mullock, o /o Canadian
Name

fln, J.*"-

Copper Cliff. Ontflr'ln 
Address

Consultant J. E. MullOGk G/Q flanadl fl.r) . .
Name

Copper Cliff. Ontario
Address

Geological field mappinghy D. Bunions ! R. Parsons;
Name

A. Brown and .T.
c/o Canadian Nickel Company Ltd. 

COPP6r Cllff 'COVERING DATES

Line Hutting November 15. 1967 - January 31. 1Q68

Field June l - August 31. 1968 .^^.^
Instrument work, geological mapping, sampling etc.

offirp October l - November 20. 1Q68. April R~g7 f
1971

INSTRUMENT DATA

Make, Model and Type ____________________________

Scale Constant or Sensitivity——-—————---—-,^^. 
Or provide copy of instrument data from Manufacturer's brochure.

Radiometric Background Count 

Number of Stations Within Claim Group 

Number of Readings Within Claim Group 

Number of Miles of Line cut Within Claim Group 

Number of Samples Collected Within Claim Group 19

CREDITS REQUESTED 

Geological Survey 

Geophysical Survey 

Geochemical Survey

DATF. April 28/71 SIGNED

40 DAYS 
per claim

D

- Includes 
(Line cutting)

Show 
Checks

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
_____List numerically———-—

l, Attached

For: Canadian Nickel CompaayrLimited
Performance and coverage creditt do not apply to airborne surveys

PROJECTS 
...SECTJAU.,

TOTAL CLAIMS

Send in Duplicate to:
FRED W. MATTHEWS 
SUPERVISOR-PROJECTS SECTION 
DEPARTMENT OF MINES 8c 
NORTHERN AFFAIRS 
WHITNEY BLOCK 
QUEEN'S PARK 
TORONTO, ONTARIO



SUBMISSION OF GEOLOGICAL, GEOPHYSICAL AND QEQCHEMICAL SURVEYS

AS ASSESSMENT WORK . :

In order to simplify the filing of geological, geochemical and ground geophysical 
surveys for assessment work, the Minister has approved the follpwing procedure.under 
Section 84 (8a) of the Ontario Mining Act. This special provision does not apply to 
airborne geophysical surveys.

If, in the opinion of the Minister, a ground geophysical survey meets the. 
requirements prescribed for such a survey, including:

(a) substantial and systematic coverage bf each claim
(b) line spacing not exceeding 400 foot intervals
(c) stations not exceeding 100 foot intervals or
(d) the average number of readings per claim not less than 40 readings

it will qualify for a credit of 40 'assessment Work days for each claim so ] covered. It will 
not be necessary for the applicant to furnish any data or breakdown "concerning the 
persons employed in the survey except for the names and addresses of those in charge of 
the various phases (linecutting contractor, etc.). :It will be assumed .that the required 
number of man days were spent in producing the survey to qualify for the specified 
credit. . ,

Each additional ground geophysical survey using the same grid system and otherwise 
meeting these requirements will qualify for an assessment work credit of 20 days.

A geological survey using the same grid system, and meeting the requirements for 
submission of geological surveys for maximum credits will qualify for an assessment work 
credit of 20 days. If line cutting has not previously been reported with any other survey 
and is reported in conjunction with the geological survey a credit of 40 days per claim 
will be allowed for the survey.

Similarly, A geochemical survey using the same grid system with the average number 
of collected samples per claim being not less than 40 samples, and meeting the 
requirements for the submission of geochemical surveys for maximum credits, will qualify 
for an assessment work credit of 20 days. If line cutting has not previously been repprted 
with any other survey and is reported in conjunction with the geochemical survey a 
credit of 40 days per claim will be allowed for the survey.

Credits for partial coverage or for surveys not meeting requirements foy full credfo 
will be granted on a pro-rata basis.

If the credits are reduced for any reason, a fifteen day Notice of Intent will be 
issued. During this period, the applicant may apply to the Mining Commissioner for relief 
if his claims are jeopardized for lack of work or, if he wishes, may file with the 
Department, normal assessment work breakdowns listing the names of the employees and" 
the dates of work. The survey would then be re-assessed to determine if higher credits 
may be allowed under the provisions of subsections 8 and 9 of section 84 of the Mining 
Act.

If new breakdowns are not submitted, the Performance and Coverage credits are 
confirmed to the Mining Recorder at the end of the fifteen days.



SUPPLEMENTARY LIST

Claim No.

TB 132775 
TB 132776 
TB 132777 
TB 132778 
TB 132779 
TB 132780 
TB 132781 
TB 132782 
TB 132783 
TB 132784 
TB 132785 
TB 132786 
TB 132787 
TB 132788 
TB 132789 
TB 132790 
TB 132791 
TB 132792 
TB 132793 
TB 132794 
TB 132795 
TB 132796 
TB 132797 
TB 132798 
TB 132799 
TB 132800 
TB 132801 
TB 132802 
TB 132803 
TB 132804 
TB 132805 
TB 132806 
TB 132807 
TB 132808 
TB 132876 
TB 132877 
TB 132878

Claim No.

TB 132879
TB 132880
TB 132881
TB 132882
TB 132883
TB 132884
TB 132885
TB 132886
TB 132887
TB 132888
TB 132889
TB 132890
TB 132891
TB 132892
TB 134298
TB 134299
TB 134301
TB 134302
TB 134304
TB 134305
TB 134307
TB 134308
TB 134309
TB 134310
TB 134311
TB 134312
TB 134313
TB 134314
TB 134315
TB 134317
TB 134318
TB 134319
TB 134320
TB 134321
TB 134322
TB 134323
TB 134324

Claim No.

TB 134325
TB 134326
TB 134327
TB 134328
TB 134329
TB 134330
TB 134331
TB 134332
TB 134333
TB 134334
TB 134335
TB 134336
TB 134337
TB 134330
TB 13^339
TB 134340
TB 134341
TB 134342
TB 134343
TB 134344
TB 134346
TB 134347
TB 134348
TB 134349
TB 134350
TB 134351
TB 134370
TB 134371
TB 134372
TB 134373
TB 134374
TB 134375
TB 134376
TB 134377
TB 134378
TB 134379
TB 134380

Claim No.

TB 134381 
TB 134382 
TB 134383 
TB 134384 
TB 134385 
TB 134386 
TB 134387 
TB 134388 
TB 134389 
TB 134390 
TB 134391 
TB 134392 
TB 134393 
TB 134394 
TB 134395 
TB 134396 
TB 134397 
TB 134398 
TB 134399 
TB 134400 
TB 134401 
TB 134402 
TB 134403 
TB 134404 
TB 134405 
TB 134406 
TB 134407 
TB 134408 
TB 134409 
TB 134410 
TB 134411 
TB 134412 
TB 134413 
TB 134414 
TB 134415 
TB 134416 
TB 134417

Total No of Claims: 148

WVR/af
April 28, 1971
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SHEBANDOWAN GEOLOGY LEGEND
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